LDN Now Campaign, Scotland Chapter

LDN Now Press Coverage to Date (May - November 2009)

1. Mid –Ulster Mail, Northern Ireland 07th May 2009 Link
2. The Condalkin Echo, Dublin, Ireland 13th May 2009 Link
3. The Clondalkin Echo, Dublin, Ireland 03rd June 2009 Link
4. The Western Telegraph, Wales 05th July 2009 Link 39 comments.
5. The Swansea and West Wales Evening Post 21st Jul 09
6. Bryan Lonsdale on the 4th Plinth - The Video Link
8. The Llanelli Star, Wales 13th Sep 09 Link 7 comments.
9. Wee County News, Scotland 16th Sep 09 Link
10. Western Mail, Wales 21st Sep 2009 Link 15 comments, 12 recommendations
11. The County Derry Post N. Ireland 22nd Sep 09 Link
12. The Constitution 24th Sep 09, N. Ireland Link
13. The Western Telegraph, Wales 09th Oct 2009 Link
14. Silvia Lane in Woodcote Correspondent, England Oct 09 Link
17. Silvia Lane letter in Henley Standard Link
18. The Western Telegraph, Wales 30th Oct 2009 Link 23 comments
19. Milford Mercury Link 17 comments
20. Silvia Lane in Oxford Times Link 15 comments
21. Edinburgh Evening News Link 6 comments
22. The Scotsman http://tinyurl.com/LDNNowScot 34 comments

A Selection of Scientific Literature on Low Dose Naltrexone

Defective acute inflammation in Crohn's disease: a clinical investigation

American Journal of Gastroenterology - Abstract of article: Low-Dose Naltrexone Therapy Improves Active Crohn’s Disease
Low-Dose Naltrexone Therapy Improves Active Crohn's Disease
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